We consider the Euler equations on the torus in dimensions 2 and 3 and we construct invariant measures for the dynamics of these equations concentrated on sufficiently regular Sobolev spaces so that strong solutions are also known to exist at least locally. The proof follows the method of Kuksin in [17] and we obtain in particular that these measures do not have atoms, excluding trivial invariant measures such as diracs. Then we prove that µ-almost every initial data gives rise to a global solution for which the growth of the Sobolev norms are at most polynomial. We point out that up to the knowledge of the author, the only general upper-bound for the growth of the Sobolev norm to the 2d Euler equations is double exponential. In the other direction, some initial data are known to produce solutions exhibiting exponential growth, as in the work of Zlatos [26]. Theorem 1.9 (Bound on the growth of Sobolev norms). Let u be a smooth, global solution to (E), then there exists a constant C > 0 only depending on u 0 such that for any t > 0,
Introduction
1.1. The Euler equations. This article is concerned with the incompressible Euler equations in the torus T d of dimension 2 and 3:
where s > 0, H s stands for the usual Sobolev space and the unknowns are the velocity field u(t) : T d → R 3 and the pressure p : T d → R.
We recall that the pressure p can be recovered from u by solving the elliptic problem −∆p = ∇ · (u · ∇u) on T d . In dimension 2, the vorticity defined as ξ := ∇ ∧ u is a more convenient variable. Taking the rotational in (E), the latter can be recasted as:
where u is recoverd from ξ via the Biot-Savart law:
where we recall that for any y = (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ T 2 we define y ⊥ = (−y 2 , y 1 ). The Cauchy problem for (E) has been studied intensively during the last century. In particular, in dimension 2 global well-posedness is known. Theorem 1.1 (Wolibner, [25] ). Let s > 2. The Cauchy problem for E in dimension 2 is globally well-posed in C 0 (R + , H s (T 2 )).
In dimension 3 the Cauchy problem for (E) is locally well-posed in C([0, T ], H s (T 3 )) but no global well-posedness result is known at this regularity. For a detailed account on the Cauchy problem for the Euler equations we refer to the monograph [8] .
1.2. Main results. (E) . The question of producing an invariant measure for (E) in dimension 2 has been studied by Kuksin in [17] . More precisely it is proven the following. Theorem 1.2 (Kuksin, [17, 18] ). There exists a topological space X ⊂ H 2 and a measure µ supported on X such that µ is invariant under the dynamics of (E). Moreover the measure µ is such that: (i) There exists a continuous function p, increasing and such that p(0) = 0 satisfying the following: for any Borelian A ⊂ R there holds,
Invariant measures for
where |Γ| denotes the Lebesgue measure of Γ. In particular µ does not possess any atom. (ii) For any A ⊂ H 2 of finite Hausdorff dimension, µ(A) = 0.
In this article we generalise this result to produce invariant measures supported at a higher regularity. Remark 1.4. Assertion (i) is only a statement in dimension 3, as global solutions for (E) in dimension 2 are already known to exist. Assertion (ii) proves that this theorem may be viewed as a large data global well-posedness result and assertion (iii) excludes the case of trivial Dirac invariant measures.
Remark 1.5. As we will see in the proof, the measure that we construct will concentrate on the space of H s divergence free functions, with mean zero.
Remark 1.6. The proof will be slightly different in dimension 2 and 3 as in the former case we already know the existence of global solutions. Note that we could have stated the result in any dimension as the proof make no use of the fact that the dimension is 3. However in order to increase the readability we only state and prove the case of dimension 2 and 3 which are the most relevant physical dimensions.
Moreover, the measure constructed by Theorem 1.3 satisfies the following properties. (ii) In the case where s 3, for any closed set X ⊂ H s whose intersection with any compact subset K ⊂ H s has finite Hausdorff dimension, less than 2, we have µ(X) = 0.
In dimension 3 we have a weaker result.
Theorem 1.8 (Properties of the measure in dimension 3). Let s > 7 2 . The measure µ constructed by Theorem 1.3 satisfies the following property: for any ε > 0, there exists a continuous increasing function p ε : R + → R + such that p(0) = 0 and for every Borel subset Γ ⊂ R + satisfying dist(Γ, 0) ε there holds µ (u ∈ H s such that u L 2 ∈ Γ) p ε (ℓ(Γ)) .
1.2.2.
Remarks on the growth of the Sobolev norms for solutions to (E). This work was originally motivated by the growth of the Sobolev norms and the L ∞ norm of the vorticity gradient in dimension 2. Let us recall some known results. Up to the knowledge of the author, the only known technique to establish such bounds is to estimate K L p →L p , with K being defined by (1.2) . For example, in order to estimate ξ H s , one simply applies ∇ s to (1.1) and obtain bounds of the form: d dt ∇ s ξ(t) L 2 K L p →L p ∇ s ξ(t) 1+ 2 p L 2 , which after optimisation in p leads to the following estimates.
(ii) If U = T 2 , then there exists t 0 > 0 such that for t t 0 there holds:
The next question is then to quantify how likely is it for an initial data to produce such growth. Our result in this direction is the following. Theorem 1.11 (Growth estimates in dimension 2). Let s > 2 and µ being the associate invariant measure for (E) constructed by Theorem 1.3 on H s (T 2 ). Then we have the following estimates.
(i) For µ-almost every u 0 ∈ H s the associate unique global solution u ∈ C 0 (R + , H s (T 2 )) from Theorem 1.1 obeys the following growth estimate:
for all t 0, σ ∈ (1, s] and any α < σ−1 s+1−σ . (ii) If s > 3 then we have the following corollary:
for all t 0, σ ∈ (1, s] and any α < σ−1 s+1−σ . Remark 1.12. It should be noted that in dimension 2, the gradient of the vorticity X := ∇ξ satisfies the equation ∂ t X + u · X = −∇u · ∇X , which is very similar to the equation satisfied by the vorticity in dimension 3. Thus the problem of the growth of the vorticity gradient in dimension 2 may be seen as related model to the growth of the vorticity in dimension 3. The setting of dimension 2 is convenient since global solutions are already known to exist. Theorem 1.13 (Growth estimates in dimension 3). Let s > 7 2 and µ being the associate invariant measure for (E) constructed by Theorem 1.3 on H s (T 3 ). Then µ-almost every initial data u 0 ∈ H s (T 3 ) produces a global solution to (E) obeying the growth estimate:
for all t 0, σ ∈ (0, s − 1) and any α < σ 2s−σ . Remark 1.14. Let s and µ the measure constructed by Theorem 1.3. Let u ∈ H s \ {0} be a stationary solution, then Theorem 1.7 implies that µ({u}) = 0. However this does not prevent the measure µ to be supported exclusively by stationary solutions, in which case the growth estimates from Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.13 are, of course, automatically satisfied. This question seems both fundamental and non-trivial, and we highlight that this question has been raised in several works [3, 13] and also very recently in [12] . We emphasis that we do note provide any answer to that question. A natural continuation of this work would be to investigate whether the measure µ does concentrate on the set of stationary solutions, or not.
Remark 1.15. The condition s > 7 2 is needed in the proof of Lemma 5.8. We did not try to prove the most optimal result: it is possible that a refinement of the techniques used in this paper may lead to results for s > 5 2 but we did not pursue this end. 1.3. Existing results pertaining to the construction of invariant measures for the Euler equations. Theorem 1.3 asserts the existence of a measure µ, invariant under the dynamics of (E). We recall the main methods which produce invariant measures for partial differential equations. To the knowledge of the author there exist at least three such techniques.
(i) The Gibbs-measure invariant technique, introduced by Bourgain in [4, 5] and many authors after him. This technique is adapted for Hamiltonian PDE's. In the context of the two-dimensional Euler equations some results have been obtained by Flandoli in [11] .
(ii) Propagation of Gaussian initial data, initiated by Burq-Tzvetkov in [6, 7] in the context of wave equations. It consists in solving the equation with initial data taking the form u 0 = n∈Z g n u n e n (x) where (g n ) n∈Z are identically distributed independent Gaussian random variables. (iii) The fluctuation-dissipation method of Kuksin. It consists in approximating the considered equation with a dissipation term and a fluctuating (random) term and in constructing invariant measures for these approximations. Then the basic idea is to take the vanishing viscosity limit, and retain some properties of the measures.
Let us make a few comments. As we want to construct measures in higher regularity spaces, the method (i) does not seems well adapted. Indeed, an invariant measure has been constructed in the space H −1 by Flandoli in [11] , which is too low in regularity for our purposes.
The method (ii) seems to be difficult to apply in our situation. However this method has the advantage to produce a measure whose support is dense in Sobolev spaces, and a very precise description of the measures.
Finally, the method (iii) appears to be more flexible than the others in the context of fluid mechanics or even dispersive PDEs. We refer to [16] for applications of this method to dispersive equations and the work of Sy [23, 22, 24] . The draw-back of the fluctuation-dissipation method is that since the invariant measures are constructed by a compactness technique, the nature of the invariant measures is not as good as the Gaussian measures of method (ii) or (i). Nevertheless, by a suitable analysis one can often prove some good features of these measures. We refer to [18] for more details.
1.4. Structure of the proof of the main results. The proof essentially contains two main ingredients: the construction of invariant measures for (E) at regularity H s following the original argument of Kuksin in [17] , and a globalisation argument of Bourgain in [4] . This combination of techniques has already appeared in the work of Sy, see [23] for example.
We start by explaining how a global invariant measure with good properties is used to globalise the solutions controling their growth.
1.4.1. The globalisation argument. Let us recall an argument contained in [4] which aims at extending a local Cauchy theory to a global theory with additional bounds on the growth of the Sobolev norms. Note that for our purposes, a deterministic local theory (even global in dimension 2) is already known and we only need to estimate the growth of the solutions.
Using a Borel-Cantelli argument, we reduce the almost-sure growth estimate of Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.13 to the following estimate: for any ε > 0 and any T > 0 there is a set G ε,T ⊂ H s such that µ(G ε,T ) 1 − ε and for u ∈ G ε,T a solution u exists on [0, T ] such that there holds
In order to prove such a bound, the key ingredients are:
(i) the existence of a formal invariant measure µ for the considered equation, enjoying nice decay estimates, for example subgaussian estimates of the form µ( u H s > λ) Ce −λ 2 or weaker decay estimates; meaning that initial data are not likely to be of large norm. As the measure is invariant this implies that at any time, the solution is not likely to be of large norm. (ii) a nice local well-posedness theory.
Then, picking 0 = t 0 < · · · < t N = T , we can ensure that u(t k ) H s is small for any k thanks to (i). We control the growth of u(t) H s for t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ] thanks to the local well-posedness theory (ii). We refer to Section 5 for details.
1.4.2.
Producing an invariant measure. We explain the general strategy for producing invariant measures for (E) at regularity H s , following [17] . Dimension 2. In the following we write s = 2 + δ where δ > 0. The case δ = 0 is precisely the content of [17] . We rewrite (E) taking the Leray projection (which we denote by P, see Section 2 for a definition). The Euler equation (E) now taks the form:
where B(u, u) := P(u · ∇u). We introduce a random forcing η (see (2. 2) for a precise definition) and a dissipative operator L := (−∆) 1+δ . Then, the Euler equation (E 2 ) is approximated by a randomly forced Navier-Stokes equation:
With only slight modification of the argument the method in [18] , Chapter 2 we will construct invariant measures µ ν to (1.5) concentrated on H 2+δ . Then we will prove compactness of the family (µ ν ) ν>0 in order to obtain an invariant measure µ for (E).
Dimension 3. In the case of dimension three we will adapt this scheme to construct, for any N 0 global solutions u N and an invariant measure µ N to the finite dimensional Euler equation:
where u N ∈ V N , a finite dimensional space. See Section 3 for precise definitions. Then we will prove some estimates for µ N of the form E µ N [ u 2 H s ] C, uniformly in N and deduce, by compactness arguments an invariant measure µ for the Euler equation in dimension 3, which we will write:
Organisation of the paper. Section 2 recalls some basic results that will be used in Section 3 to construct global solutions to approximate equations. In Section 4, invariant measures are constructed and in Section 5 and the proof of the main theorems is given. Section 6 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.13. Some important results and computations are postponed to the Appendix for convenience.
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Notation and preliminary results
For a function F we write dF (u; v) the differential of F at u evaluated at v and d 2 (u; ·, ·) for the second order differential of F at u.
2.1.1. Fuctional spaces. H s stands for the usual Sobolev spaces. In this article we use some variants of theses spaces. We still denote the complete space
by H s for convenience, and refer to it as the space of H s functions with zero-mean. We endow this space with the norms
Recall that these two norms are equivalent on the space of zero mean H s functions:
Given a space X, the space X div refers to the space of functions u ∈ X such that ∇ · u = 0, endowed with the norm of X.
We introduce the Leray projector P :
as the Fourier multiplier with coefficients M ij (n) = δ ij − n i n j |n| 2 , where n = (n i ) 1 i n ∈ Z d . We define P N to be the projection on frequencies |n| N . We recall that with this definition P N is not continuous on L p when p = 2, but we will not use estimates in L p .
We set B(u, v) := P(u · ∇v) defined for sufficiently smooth u, v. B is then extended to L 2 div × L 2 div by duality by B(u, v), ϕ := − u ⊗ v : ∇ϕ for such that ∇ϕ ∈ L ∞ . Let (X, · X ) be a normed space and I an interval. The Sobolev space W s,p (I, X) is endowed with the norm
2.1.2. Probability theoretic notation. If E is topological space then P(E) stands for the set of probability measures on E and B(E) stands for the set of its Borelians. A process (x(t)) t 0 is said to be progressively measurable with respect ot a filtration
The expectation with respect to the probability P will be denoted E and when the expectation will be taken with respect to a measure µ we will write E µ .
2.1.3. The noise. We let (G t ) t 0 be the completed filtration associated to identically distributed independent Brownian motions (β n (t)) n∈Z .
In this text we will write (e n ) n for an Hilbert basis of L 2 (T d ). Depending on the dimension we have:
(1) In dimension 2 we set (e n ) n∈Z 2 , where e n (x) = 1 |n| sin(n · x)(−n 2 , n 1 ) T ,
otherwise. Then for any n ∈ Z 2 we have (−∆)e n = |n| 2 e n . (2) In dimension 3 we let (e j ) j 0 be a Hilbertian basis of eigenfunction of (−∆). The eigenvalues of (−∆) on T 3 are (n 2 ) n 0 thus, we let Λ n := {j 0, (−∆)e j = n 2 e j }. Then |Λ n | ∼ n 2 .
Remark 2.1. These basis are very convenient since they form diagonal basis of the Laplace operator. We also note that a function u has zero mean if and only if (u, e 0 ) L 2 = 0.
We will consider a diagonal operator φ : L 2 → L 2 such that for any n ∈ Z 2 one writes φ(e n ) = φ n e n . We will assume the following condition on φ, which we will refer to as φ is a standard noise of mass B.
(i) φ is an Hilbert-Schmidt operator L 2 → H σ for any σ > 0 and write
the corresponding norm and assume B 1 = B. (ii) We also assume that φ(e 0 ) = 0 and also φ(e n ) = 0 for n = 0. Note that for the e n as above we simply have
in dimension 3. We define:
φ n e n .
Deterministic preliminaries.
In the following we gather some standard results that we will use on many occasions. We start with some basic estimates of the bilinear form in dimension d = 2.
Lemma 2.2 (Properties of the bilinear form in dimension 2). Let u ∈ H 1 div (T 2 ) and v, w ∈ H 1 (T 2 ). Then we have the following.
The fact (i) comes from the fact that ∇ · u = 0 and an integration by parts. The fact (ii) is very specific to dimension 2 and false in dimension 3. It is proven by a direct computation:
where ξ = ∇ ∧ u. For details, see [18] , Lemma 2.1.16.
Let us prove (iii). For any ϕ ∈ H 1 we have use the definition of B(u, v), so that
Using the Hölder inequality and the Sobolev embedding H
Remark 2.3. The property (ii) will appear to be a crucial algebraic cancellation which will be heavily used through the rest of the paper, and is very specific to the dimension 2.
In dimension 3 we have the following corresponding estimates of the bilinear term. Note that the bilinear cancellation only holds in L 2 . Lemma 2.4 (Properties of the bilinear form in dimension 3). Let u ∈ H 1 div (T 3 ) and v, w ∈ H 1 (T 3 ). Then we have the following.
. The proof is similar, the only modification is in (ii) where we use of the continuous embedding H 3 4 (T 3 ) ֒→ L 4 (T 3 ). We will also need a basic heat kernel estimate, which writes the same in dimension 2 and 3. 
where the implicit constant only depends on α.
Proof. We take the Fourier transform and use the mean zero condition to write
Then observe that the function x → x α e −x is bounded so that
2.3. Probabilistic preliminaries. We will use the Itô isometry in the following form:
Theorem 2.6 (Itô isometry, [9] ). Let F (t) be an G t -adapted process. Then, for any t > 0 there holds
Moreover we will often use the following facts:
(i) When F is a deterministic function, then t 0 F (t ′ ) dβ n (t ′ ) is a Gaussian random variable of mean 0 and variance F 2 L 2 ((0,t) , see [9] . (ii) If Y is a Gaussian random variable on a Hilbert space H (that is, (Y, a) H is a real Gaussian for any a ∈ H), then one has
for any p 1.
We also use the following well-known regularity criterion.
Lemma 2.7 (Kolmogorov, [9] ). Let (X(t)) t 0 be a stochastic process with values in a Banach space endowed with a norm · . Assume that there exist p 1 and α > 0 such that
Then for any ε > 0 small enough, then (X(t)) t 0 admits a modification (i.e., there is (X(t)) t 0 such that for all t 0,X(t) = X(t) almost surely) that is almost-surely ( α p − ε) Hölder continuous.
Constructions of solutions to approximate equations
In this section, we study the well-posedness of the following equations. The first is the stochastic Navier-Stokes equation in dimension 2:
The second equation considered is a three-dimensional finite-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation which writes:
where B N = P N B, and η N := P N η. We recall that L = (−∆) s where s :
The main results of this section are the following. We let (Ω, P, F) be a probability space with the Brownian motion completed filtration (G t ) t 0 . We start with the construction of global solutions for (NS 2 ν ) Proposition 3.1 (Solutions to (NS 2 ν )). Let ν > 0 and u 0 a G 0 -measurable random variable such that u 0 ∈ H 1 div almost surely. Then there exists a set Ω 1 such that P(Ω 1 ) = 1 and such that for any ω ∈ Ω 1 :
). Furthermore, the process u ν satisfies the following properties.
(iii) u ν may be written in the form
where equality holds in H −δ and where f (s) is a G s -progressively measurable process satisfying that almost surely f ∈ L 2 loc (R + , H −δ ). In particular u(t) is a F t -progressively measurable process. (iv) There exists a measurable map U : H 1 × C 0 (R + , H 1 ) → C 0 (R + , H 1 ), continuous in its first variable, such that for any ω ∈ Ω 1 , u ω ν = U (u 0 , ζ). Remark 3.2. The reader already aware of the methods used in [17] can skip the proof provided in this section, as the proof follows the same lines. However we recall the proof giving full details.
In dimension 3, the equation (NS 3
ν,N ) being finite dimensional we can prove the following. Proposition 3.3 (Solutions to (NS 3 ν,N )). Let ν, N > 0 and u 0 a G 0 -measurable random variable such that for all N 0, u 0 ∈ V N almost surely. Then there exists a set Ω 1 such that P(Ω 1 ) = 1 and such that for any ω ∈ Ω 1 :
). Furthermore, the processes u ν,N satisfy the following properties.
(iii) u ν,N may be written in the form
. A general strategy for solving a nonlinear stochastic partial differential equation is to seek for solution which have a particular structure, designed to eliminate the randomness and apply a fixed-point argument.
We explain the general scheme for proving Proposition 3.1. In order to solve (NS 2 ν ) we first look for solutions z ν to the following equation:
Then we seek for solutions to (NS 2 ν ) taking the form u ν = z ν + v ν where v ν formally satisfies:
This is a deterministic equation and can be solved in the space C 0 (R + , H 1 div ). Remark 3.4. We should emphasise that the point of this construction is fundamentally different in nature to the work of Burq-Tzvetkov, or Bourgain or Kuksin [18] where the emphasis was put on lowering the regularity threshold at which one can find a solution. This is why in our construction we did not try to lower the regularity threshold: the initial condition for the stochastic part is 0.
In the three-dimensional case we replace equations (3.1) and (3.2) respectively with
A solution to (3.1) (resp. (3.3)) is explicitly given by
as this can be checked by the Itô formula for example, see Appendix A. Moreover, the processes z ν , z ν,N satisfy the following properties.
Lemma 3.5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 (resp. Proposition 3.3), there exists a
set Ω 1 such that P(Ω 1 ) = 1 and which satisfies the following properties for any ω ∈ Ω 1 . Let us denote by z the solution z ν in (3.5) (resp. z ν,N in (3.6)). Then:
We postpone the proof of this Lemma. Then, (3.2) can be globally solved using the following lemma. Lemma 3.6. Let u 0 a random variable such that u 0 ∈ H 1 div almost surely. Then there exists a set Ω 2 of probability 1 such that for any ω ∈ Ω 2 , the associate Cauchy problem to (3.2) is globally well-posed in C(R + , H 1 div (T 2 )). Furthermore:
. Assuming Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 we are now ready to prove Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Part (i) follows from Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 and part (ii) follows from Lemma 3.6.
We prove (iv). In fact, Lemma 3.6 proves that v ν is a continuous function of z ν and u 0 as a corollary of the local well-posedness theory, furthermore, there exists a measurable function Z :
is given by (3.5) . The measurability comes from the fact that the maps Z M defined by
are continuous, hence measurable; and that Z = lim M →∞ Z M almost surely. For details, see [18] ,
In order to prove (iii) we write
Indeed, we know that s → z ν (s) is progressively measurable by construction and properties of the stochastic integral, and we also know that s → v ν (s) is progressively measurable thanks to (iv). Finally we explain why f ∈ L 2 loc H −δ . First, since u ν lies in L 2 loc H 2+δ thanks to Lemma 3.6 we obtain Lu ν ∈ L 2 loc H −δ . For the bilinear term we use Lemma 2.2 to bound
and thus the result. The next subsections give the proof of Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 3.3.
3.1.
Properties of the stochastic objects. We will only prove Lemma 3.5 in dimension 2. Indeed, in the case of dimension 3 a proof can be written following the same lines, but even simpler since L 2 or H k functions are the same spaces when restricted to frequencies in V N .
Proof of Lemma 3.5. In the following we will use that −∆e n = |n| 2 e n . Let s 0.
We first prove that for any t > 0 we have that almost surely z ν (t) ∈ H s which results from proving that there exists a p 1 such that
In order to prove (3.7), remark that using the Minkowski inequality for p 2 and the Gaussian bound (2.5) we have:
Then we use the Itô isometry (2.4) to get that for any t > 0 and x ∈ T 2 ,
Then
which implies (3.7) after integration in space, since the torus T 2 has finite measure. Now we apply the Kolmororov criterion to prove the continuity in time. A similar computation yields, for t 2 > t 1 ,
Taking the expectation and using the Itô isometry (2.4) gives
Thanks to the elementary bound, that for any a, b > 0:
Gathering all these estimates we obtain
. Then we obtain, for p r,
We finish the proof using Theorem 2.7 and conclude that almost surely
Now we can consider the set
and claim that this set is of probability 1 (which is a direct consequence of the previous estimates). Then, in order to finish the proof, it suffices to set
, which is of probability 1.
The fact that z ν is divergence free can be seen directly on the exact formula for z ν . Finally, in order to prove (iii) we apply the Itô formula to F (u) = u 2Ḣ 1 , see Appendix A for more details. We obtain:
leading to (iii).
3.2. Proof of Proposition 3.6. The proof of Lemma 3.6 is well-known in the context of Navier-Stokes equations. However we recall its proof, since there is the term z ν to handle in the equation.
We introduce the space X T := C 0 ([0, T ], H 1 div ) and the map:
We note that thanks to the definition of Ψ, Ψ(u) is divergence free if u and u 0 are. The fact that Ψ(u) belongs to X T will be a consequence of the following lemmata and direct computations. The proof of Lemma 3.6 relies on the following results.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. By Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.7, for any fixed ω ∈ Ω 1 fixed, u ω 0 ∈ H 1 gives rise to a solution u ν := z ν + v ν to (NS 2 ν ). Indeed, Ψ is a contraction in the Banach space
for some κ > 0, which provides a unique local solution on
Iterating the local well-posedness gives us a maximal existence time interval [0, T * ), and the following blowup criterion
Hence u ν is global and also belongs to L 2 loc (R + , H 2+δ ). Proof of Lemma 3.7. We only prove the first claim as the second will follow using similar estimates. We also omit ν indices, as they are not relevant to the proof. Using the definition of Ψ we have:
Then we use Lemma 2.5 with α := 2 1+δ + ε < 2 (this is possible for sufficiently small ε > 0). We arrive at
We observe that
which implies the result for sufficiently small T > 0 of the required form taking into account Lemma 3.5 (iii). 
Then we can use product laws in Sobolev spaces to estimate two terms (and where ε > 0 is arbitrarily small):
, we have to observe that the leading order term vanishes. Indeed, we can check that ∇(z · ∇v) = (z · ∇)(∇v) + ∇z · ∇v so that thanks to Lemma 2.2 (ii) we have
Then, recalling that z ν ∈ L 2 ([0, T ], H 2+δ ) and dividing (3.9) by v(t) 2Ḣ 1 (up to some omitted regularisation procedure) and integrating on [
Finally, the fact that v ∈ L 2 loc (R + , H 2+δ ) now follows from integrating (3.9).
Proof of Proposition 3.3.
In this paragraph we prove Proposition 3.3 using that V N is finite dimensional. In the following we use the observation that P N u ν,N = u ν,N . Since P N is self adjoint, Lemma 2.4 (i) implies the key cancellation:
Proof of Proposition 3.3. We only prove existence and uniqueness of the u ν,N as the other properties follow from arguments similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1. Lemma 3.5 gives the existence of a global linear solution z ν,N ∈ V N , hence the proof boils down to proving that (NS 3 ν,N ) is globally well-posed in V N .
We remark that L and B N are locally Lipschitz functionals on the finite dimensional space V N thus the Cauchy-Lipschitz provides us with a unique local solution v ν,N to (
. Then we prove that the norm u ν,N (t) L 2 does not blow-up as t → T .
In order to do so, we use an energy estimate in L 2 , the cancellation (3.10) and the Bernstein estimates (frequencies of functions on V N are bounded by N ) to get:
Then the Grönwall lemma and the estimates on z ν,N of Lemma 3.5 give that for any
Remark 3.9. We emphasis that we do not have a global well-posedness theory uniform in N .
Construction of invariant measures
We study the invariance properties of the solutions constructed in Section 3 by Proposition 3.1. In order to do so, we remark that the processes constructed by Proposition 3.1 enjoy a Markovian structure. We explain how in the dimension 2 setting: enlarge the probability set defining
forms a Markovian system, as it satisfies the Markov property:
which comes from Proposition 3.1, (iv). Let us remark that if U t denotes the restriction of the map U of Proposition 3.1, then
Similarly, in dimension 3 the solutions u ν,N to (NS 3 ν,N ) admit a Markovian structure (u ν,N ,
4.1. Existence of invariant measure. In order to construct an invariant measure for (NS 2 ν ) and (NS 3 ν,N ) we follow the strategy in [18] which consists in applying the Krylov-Bogolioubov argument, which is recalled below. Theorem 4.1 (Krylov-Bogolyubov, [10] ). Let X be a Polish space. If there exists a point x ∈ X for which the family of probability measures {P t (x, ·), t > 0} is uniformly tight and the semigroup (P t ) t>0 satisfies the Feller property and has pathwise continuous trajectories, then there exists at least one stationary measure for (P t ) t>0 , i.e., a probability measure µ on X such that (P t ) * µ = µ for all t > 0.
In this paragraph we omit the reference to ν and denote by u (resp. u N ) the solutions u ν (resp. u ν,N ).
Let us introduce some more notation, let us denote P t (u, Γ) := P v (u(t) ∈ Γ), and define the semi-group B t :
We define the dual B * t : P(H 1 ) → P(H 1 ) by B * t (µ) := Γ → H 1 P t (v, Γ)µ(dv), and observe that L(u(t)) = B * t (L(u 0 )). We start with some higher Sobolev estimates for processes such that L(u 0 ) = δ 0 . Lemma 4.2 (Dimension 2). Assume that L(u 0 ) = δ 0 and let u ν being the corresponding process produced by Proposition 3.1. Then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of ν such that for any t > 0,
Proof. We apply the Itô formula (see Proposition A.2 and the subsequent discussion) to the functional F (u) := u 2Ḣ 1 and we find that for all t ∈ R,
Then the result follows from E[ u 0 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2 except that we use the Itô formula based on the L 2 cancellation of the bilinear form and obtain:
and conclude as before. We also refer to Proposition A.2 and the subsequent discussion for the application of the Itô formula.
We can now state the main results of the section. Remark 4.5. The constant C in (i) may depend on ν, but as we see from (ii) this constant is uniformly bounded in ν. In (iii) there are two things to prove: that C is finite, and that C does not depend on ν.
Proof. Let us denote by u the solution starting at u 0 with law L(u 0 ) = δ 0 , and let λ t := B * t δ 0 . We introduceλ t := 1 t t 0 λ t ′ dt ′ . In order to apply the Krylov-Bogolioubov theorem we need to show that the family (λ t ) t>0 is tight in H 1 . Since the embedding H 2+δ ֒→ H 1 is compact it is sufficient to prove that sup
Observe that thanks to Lemma 4.2, we havē
which goes to zero uniformly in t > 0. Then the Krylov-Bogolioubov theorem ensures the existence of stationary measures. Let µ ν be such a stationary measure and let us prove the required estimates.
(i) comes from the invariance of the measure µ ν .
(ii) is proven via the Itô formula just as in the proof of Lemma 4.2: we take u ν (t) a process solving (NS 2 ν ) with stationary measure µ ν . We can write, for any t 0, thanks that th Itô formula:
for any t > 0. Using invariance, the property (i) implies that 
where C > 0 does not depend on ν. Now we split the expectation in the right-hand side onto the sets { u Ḣ2+δ > 2C} and its complementary. Let us set Y (t) := E e γ uν (t) 2Ḣ 1 , then the splitting immediately implies
with C, C 1 not depending on ν and the Grönwall lemma gives
provided we prove that Y (0) < ∞. Then recalling that invariance implies Y (t) = Y (0) and letting t → ∞ this yields Y (0) C 1 , a finite constant independent of ν. Let us prove that Y (0) is a finite quantity. To this end we set approximations Y N,
Then we write:
for R N . The first term is bounded by e γN 2 µ ν ( u H 1 > R) and the second one using the previous estimates. Using the Markov inequality, part (i) of the proposition and (4.1) gives
We then take the limit t → ∞, and R → ∞ to get Y N (0) C 1 , and by the monotone convergence theorem we deduce that
The counterpart for the three-dimensional case is the following.
Proposition 4.6. The Markov system (u ν,N (t), P v ) v∈L 2 admits a stationary measure. Moreover, for any stationary measure µ ν,N ∈ P(L 2 ) the following properties hold.
(i) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all t 0 one has E µ ν,N u 2
Remark 4.7. Since V N is finite dimensional, the L 2 norm and theḢ 1+δ norm are equivalent, so that (i) implies (ii) with constant which may depend on N . Hence we see that (ii) is much stronger: it is an uniform estimate both in ν and N . This will be the core of the subsequent proofs.
Proof. The proof of similar to that of Proposition 4.4 thus omitted. We only recall that the main point of all these uniform estimates, especially for (ii) is, again, the Itô formula:
Tightness and limit.
Once and for all we fix some stationary measures µ ν (resp. µ ν,N ). Our next task is to pass to the limit ν → 0. In order to do so, we need to prove several compactness estimates. We denote byμ ν (resp.μ ν,N ) the law of u ν (·) (resp. u ν,N (·)). We will use compactness arguments based on the Aubin-Lions-Simon creterion, which we recall. (I, B) . If p = ∞ and q > 1 then W is compactly embedded into C 0 (I, B) .
then if s θ > 1 r θ , W is compactly embedded into C 0 (I, B). Assertion (i) is the classical Aubin-Lions theorem, and assertion (ii) is the content of Corollary 9 in [21] . 4.2.1. Case d = 2. Proposition 4.4 already asserts thatμ ν (L 2 loc (R + , H 2+δ ) ∩ C 0 (R + , H 1 )) = 1. We will prove compactness estimates onμ ν rather than simply on µ ν , because not only do we want to make the measures µ ν converge to some measure µ, but we want the processes u ν to converge to a process u solving the Euler equations.
We want to prove that the family of measures (μ ν ) ν>0 is tight in
, for a fixed ε > 0 that we may take arbitrarily small. It is sufficient to prove the tightness on every time interval I n = [0, n], namely that for all n 1, (μ ν ) ν>0 is tight in
. Since the time interval does not play any specific role, we will prove tightness in
In order to do so, we introduce the space
We will prove that following lemmata. These results then imply that the family (μ ν ) ν>0 is tight in Y .
Proof of Lemma 4.9. Since H 2+δ−ε ֒→ H 2+δ compactly, we have compact embeddings X 1 ֒→ L 2 (I, H 2+δ ) and X 2 ֒→ L 2 (I, H 2+δ ) thanks to Theorem 4.8, (i). The compactness of the embedding X 1 ֒→ C 0 (I, H 1−ε ) follows from Theorem 4.8, (ii). Indeed, take s 0 = 0, s 1 = 1, r 0 = r 1 = 2 and observe that 1 − ε = (1 − θ)(2 + δ − ε) + θ(−δ) with θ > 1 2 , so that s θ > 1 r θ . The embedding X 2 ֒→ C 0 (I, H 1−ε ) is compact thanks to Theorem 4.8, (ii). This time take s 0 = 0, s 1 = 3 8 , r 0 = 2 and r 1 = 4. We can compute that s θ − 1 r θ = 5θ 8 > 0, since θ = 1+δ−ε 1+δ+ε is arbitrarily close to 1.
Proof of Lemma 4.10. We recall that u X = inf{ u 1 X 1 + u 2 X 2 } where the infimum runs over decompositions u = u 1 + u 2 with u 1 ∈ X 1 , and u 2 ∈ X 2 . We write
Then we set u
The bounds in L 2 (Ω, L 2 ([0, 1], H 2+δ )) follow from Proposition 4.4, (ii). For the other bounds we proceed as follows.
We observe that ∂ t u It remains to prove that u (2) ν is bounded un L 2 (Ω, W 3 8 ,4 ([0, 1], H 1−2ε )), which in facts will result from proving that ζ ∈ L 2 (Ω, W 3 8 ,4 ([0, 1], H 1−2ε ). We compute:
Now recall that by the properties of Gaussian variables, E[β n (t) 4 ] = 3t 2 3 on the timeinverval I so that finally E[ ζ 4 L 4 (I,H 1 ) ] < ∞, since φ is a standard noise. By the same techniques we obtain
and combined with the previous estimate we finally have E u
In this setting, we can prove the following.
Proof. We use the same argument as above: we can prove that (u ν,N ) ν>0 is bounded in L 2 (Ω, X) with
which is compactly embedded into C 0 (I, H −ε ) for some ε < 0. Then, since on V N we have H −ε = L 2 by finite dimensionality, this gives the result.
Passing to the limit.
Thanks to the previous subsection, we can assume that the sequencesμ ν andμ ν,N converge as ν → 0. Indeed we have:
The Prokhorov theorem (see Theorem 11.5.4 in [10] ), there exists a sequence ν j → 0 andμ ∈ P C 0 (R,
for any bounded Lipschitz function. Note that the measures (µ ν j ) j 0 also satisfy Prokhorov's theorem in H 2+δ−ε , due to the uniform estimates in H 2+δ , hence there is no loss of generality in assuming that µ ν j → µ weakly in P(H 2+δ ), where µ denotes the restriction at zero ofμ.
• (Case d = 3 ) Similarly by the Prokhorov theorem and the tightness from Proposition 4. 10 we may assume thatμ ν,N →μ N weakly in C 0 (R + , V N ) and µ ν,N → µ N weakly in V N . By the Skorokhod theorem (see [10] , Theorem 11.7.2) there exists a sequence ofμ ν -stationary processesũ ν (resp. a sequence ofμ ν,N -stationary processesũ ν,N ) and an Y -valued process u defined on the same probability space (resp. u N ), such that
Remark 4.12. Note that we can assume that theũ ν j satisfy the same equation as u ν j , indeed, more generally if we write that u ν j satisfies an equation of the form u ν j = F (u ν j ) we observe that u ν j − F (u ν j ) = 0 almost surely, thus, the process u ν j − F (u ν j ) andũ ν j − F (ũ ν j ) have the same law, which is δ 0 thus are equal almost surely, leading toũ ν j = F (ũ ν j ).
We are ready to state the main results of this section. C independently of ν. Note that we also have, uniformly in ν and M :
H 2+δ is Lipschitz as a map H 2+δ−ε → R we can pass to the limit ν → 0 by weak convergence of the measures and get E µ [ P M u 2 L 2 ([0,T ],H 2+δ ) ] C and conclude by monotone convergence as M → ∞.
(ii) Les us start with the first identity. The upper inequality follows from a similar argument that we used in (i), which yields
Now we write
Remark that by weak convergence µ ν j −→ j→∞ µ, the Portmanteau theorem implies lim sup
so that we get
and letting R → ∞, the dominated convergence theorem implies
The second identity follows from the argument of (i) and the uniform in ν bounds already proven.
(iii) Invariance follows from the weak convergence of the measures. It remains to prove that u satisfies the Euler equation on any time-interval [0, T ]. We start by writing that
As we want to pass to the limit in L 2 , we use the previous uniform bounds. First, we have e −tνL u 0 → u 0 in L ∞ ((0, T ), L 2 ) and also u ν → u in L ∞ ((0, T ), L 2 ). Next, we use the triangle inequality to bound:
We have seen in the previous subsection that E[ ζ L 4 ((0,T ),H 1−2ε ] < ∞, which implies in particular that √ νζ → 0 in probability, in the space L 4 ((0, T ), L 2 ), thus up to passing to a sub-sequence this yields P lim j→∞ √ ν j ζ = 0 in L 4 ((0, T ), L 2 ) = 1 , and then for t ∈ [0, T ]:
To bound the remaining term, we use Lemma 2.5 and write:
.
Since (u ν j ) j 0 is convergent to u (and therefore bounded) in L ∞ ((0, T ), H 1−ε )we obtain that for any t ∈ [0, T ]:
Finally, the process u almost surely satisfies u ∈ C 0 (R + , H 1 div ) ∩ L 2 loc (R + , H 2+δ ) and obeys:
where the equality holds in C 0 (R + , L 2 ), hence u is a solution to the Euler equation (E).
Again the proofs of this section may be adapted to the three dimensional cases. More precisely, we can prove the following. Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) follow the same arguments as used in the proof of Proposition 4.13 and is based on the a priori estimates on µ ν,N uniform in ν > 0, namely that of Proposition 4.6.
(iii) is simpler than in dimension 3, as differential operators are continuous on V N . Therefore, since we may assume u ν,N −→ ν→0 u N in L ∞ T L 2 we also have u ν,N −→ ν→0 u N in L ∞ T H s for any s → 0 and then the limiting argument becomes straightforward.
Proof of the main results

About the classical local well-posedness theory for the Euler equations.
In dimension 2 and 3 we will use that the local well-posedness time only depends on the size of the initial data. In dimension 2 we have the following well-known result. 
Proof. The local well-posedness statement follows from standard approximation arguments based on the following a priori estimate:
where we used the Sobolev embedding H s−1 ֒→ L ∞ . Integrating this inequality, there exists C > 0 such that 
For a proof, see [2] . Since the vorticity satisfies (1.1), we see that ξ is transported by the flow, thus its L ∞ norm is conserved, so that if we assume that T * < ∞, then
which is a contradiction, thus T * = ∞.
In dimension 3 we know that (E 3 N ) is globally well-posed (thanks to finite-dimensionality), but no global thory in H s , s > 5 2 is known for (E 3 ). However the local theory for both (E 3 N ) and (E 3 ) is uniform in N . More precisely we have the following. Remark 5.3. In the following it will be crucial that τ can be taken independent of N , and only depend on the size of u 0 H s . In the following we will say that τ is a uniform local well-posedness time.
Proof. We provide the proof for the u N and explain the uniform statement. As before we have the a priori estimate
where we used that W 1,∞ ֒→ H s because s > 5 2 . Note that C is independent of N . Using the discussion in the proof of 5.1 we can set τ N := 1 2C u N (0) H s for which the required estimates hold.
Then, we set τ := 1 2C u 0 H s , which is independent of N and since P N u 0 (0) H s u 0 H s we get τ N τ hence the result.
The two-dimensional case.
First we remark that thanks to the global well-posedness result for two-dimensional Euler equations we have the following result.
Proposition 5.4. The measure µ is invariant under the well-defined flow Φ t : H 2+δ → H 2+δ of (E). More precisely, for any A ∈ B(H 2+δ ) and every t > 0 there holds:
Proof. This result will follow from the stationarity of the process u with respect to µ once we prove that µ almost-surely, u(t) = Φ t (u 0 ). It is a weak-strong uniqueness statement. Let u 0 ∈ H 1 . As we have already seen it, µ-almost surely, u 0 ∈ H 2+δ , so that there is no loss of generality assuming that u 0 ∈ H 2+δ . Then, let v = Φ t (u 0 ) the global solution to (E) associated to u 0 which is constructed by Lemma 5.1. Let us denote by u the solution constructed by Proposition 4.4, associated to the initial data u 0 and solution to (E) in the class C 0 H 1−ε ∩ L 2 loc H 2+δ−ε . Let T > 0. We want to prove that u = v on [0, T ]. We introduce w := u − v, and then we compute
where we used the properties of the bilinear form and the Sobolev embedding. Since we have u ∈
, and w(0) = 0, the Grönwall lemma implies that w = 0 on [0, T ], hence the conclusion.
Before the proof of Theorem 1.11, let us remark that from the bounds on u Ḣ1 and u Ḣ2+δ we can infer the following interpolation inequality. Lemma 5.5. Let σ ∈ (1, 2 + δ), then:
with β(σ) = 2+δ−σ 1+δ and where the implicit constant depends only on the constants C 1 , C 2 and σ.
We postpone the proof of this technical estimate to the end of the section and proceed to the proof of the main theorems. First, note that Theorem 1.3 (i), (ii) in the two-dimensional case is already proven since we have constructed an invariant measure µ in Section 4 and its properties will be studied in Section 6. It remains to prove Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.3 (iii).
Proof of Theorem 1.11 (i) . Given that µ is an invariant measure for (E), we are going to prove the theorem using the same argument as in [4] , explained in the introduction. Let σ < s where s = 2 + δ. Let τ ∼ c λ denote the local well-posedness time given by the local Cauchy theorem for (E 2 ), which says that if u 0 H σ λ, then there is a unique local solution u(t) to (E) in
Let T > 0. Thanks to the local theory we now that if the initial data u 0 is such that u(nτ ) H σ λ for any n = 0, . . . , ⌊ T τ ⌋ then we can solve on the time intervals [nτ, (n + 1)τ ] and extend the local solution up until time T , with the bound u(t) H σ 2λ for any t ∈ [0, T ]. Thanks to this observation we let
Thus for any u 0 ∈ G λ,T there exists a solution on [0, T ] to (E) with initial data u 0 H σ λ and moreover u(t) H σ 2λ for t ∈ [0, T ].
Then we compute, using the invariance of the measure on H s :
Recall that τ −1 ∼ λ, and incorporate Lemma 5.5:
for arbitrarily small ε > 0. Finally, we provide the Borel-Cantelli argument, set T n := 2 n and ε n := 1 n 2 then consider G :=
Then we see that µ(G) = 1 and for any u 0 ∈ G there is a n 0 such that we have u 0 ∈ G n 0 , which gives
3−σ+2δ +2ε T n , which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.11 (ii) . (ii) It is a direct consequence of (i) and the use of the Sobolev embedding H σ → W 2,∞ as soon as σ > 3:
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Part (i) and (ii) have already been proven.
(iiii) Finally, let us denote µ k an invariant measure for (E 3 ) with a standard noise of mass
2+δ ] = k 2 , thanks to Proposition 4.4. We define
which is an invariant probability measure by construction. Moreover, observe that for any R > 0 we have P( u 2Ḣ 2+δ > R) > 0, completing the proof of (iv). Indeed, if there exists R 0 > 0 such that P( u 2Ḣ 2+δ R 0 ) = 1 then for k > R 0 we have
2+δ ] R 2 0 . (iv) Theorem 1.7 implies in particular that such measures can not have any atom: indeed, if u 0 is an atom, and c := u 0 L 2 then µ u ∈ H 2+δ such that u L 2 = c > 0, but also
which is a contradiction.
To complete this paragraph we give a proof of Lemma 5.5.
Proof of Lemma 5.5 . This must be thought as an interpolation bewteen L 2 Ω H 2+δ and BM O Ω H 1 . We use an elementary argument : let A > 0 be a parameter to be chosen later. Since for σ ∈ (1, 2 + δ) we have the interpolation inequality
where θ(σ) := 2+δ−s 1+δ , we write that for any λ > 0 and A > 0:
so that the Markov inequality implies the bound
Next, we want to optimise in A in the right-hand side so that both terms have the same size, i.e., exp −A − 2 θ λ 2 ≃ A − 2 1−θ λ −2 , or taking the logarithm twice in this relation gives 2 θ log A ∼ 2 log λ and re-plugging in the previous relation suggests the choice A :
which concludes the proof recalling the definition of θ.
5.3.
The three-dimensional case. We recall that in Section 4 we have constructed a measure µ N , stationary for the limit process u N , solving (E 3 N ). Proof. This comes from the fact that almost surely u N (t) = Φ N t (t) using a weak-strong uniqueness statement which proof is identical to that of Proposition 5.4.
We defineμ N a measure on L 2 (T 3 ) defined for any Borelian set A by:
We remark thatμ N is invariant under Φ (N ) t and satisfies the same estimates as µ N . In the following we will write µ N forμ N . Our next result follows from the uniform estimates of Proposition 4.6 and allow to extract a limiting measure µ from the (µ N ) N 0 . More precisely we have the following. Lemma 5.7. Let (µ N ) N 0 be the above sequence of invariant measures for (E 3 N ) at regularity s = 1 + δ. Then up to extraction, µ N weakly converges to a measure µ on any H 1+ε , ε < δ. We also have:
Proof. By Proposition 4.6 we have
uniformly in N . Let ε < δ. Since the embedding H 1+ε ֒→ H 1+δ is compact, it is the Prokhorov theorem which ensures that, up to extraction, we may assume that (µ N ) N 0 weakly converges to a measure µ on all H 1+ε .
Finally, (i) and (ii) follow from the same monotone convergence argument that we used in the proof of Proposition 4.4.
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.13, we state and prove two approximations lemmata. In this section we will write B H s (R) the ball B(0, R) in the space H s . 
where c is the constant appearing in Lemma 5.2; and for which u N 0 (t) H s K holds for all t T . Then:
Proof. Let τ = c 2K be a uniform local well-posedness time given by Lemma 5.2 associated to initial data with H s norm lesser than 2K. In the proof we write s ′ = s−1−ε and n := ⌊ T τ ⌋ = 2KT c . The proof consists in two steps: first we prove (ii) on the time-interval [0, τ ] and then we iterate the argument.
Step 1. Short time quantitative estimates. On [0, τ ], both u and all the u N are defined and enjoy the bound
We set w N := u − u N and observe that w N satisfies w N (0) = P >N u 0 and the equation
We use standard energy estimates on ∇ s ′ w N (which makes use of the bilinear cancellation) to obtain
where in the last line we used the a priori estimates on u and u N . Since w N (0) H s ′ 2N −1−ε K, the Grönwall lemma implies the bound
where C > 0 is a universal constant. Letting N → ∞ implies (ii) on [0, τ ] and thus (iii).
Step 2. Iteration of the local estimate. We explain how we can iterate on the time interval [τ, 2τ ], the statement will then follow from an induction argument. The analysis on [0, τ ] implies that
by definition of N 0 . Thus we can solve the equation satisfied by u in H s ′ on the time interval [τ, 2τ ] by definition of τ . Moreover for N N 0 we have the analysis on [0, τ ] gives the more precise estimate:
thus we can repeat the argument with the same estimates (requiring the use of the uniform estimate u N 0 H s K) leading to the bound:
for any t ∈ [τ, 2τ ]. Furthermore, letting N N 0 proves (ii) on [τ, 2τ ]. Then, we observe that we have the bound
, which allow for iteration on [2τ, 3τ ] and so on. After an induction argument we obtain the required bounds and also the fact that u − u N 0 L ∞ H s ′ K, which proves (iii).
A useful straightforward consequence of this lemma is the following. Corollary 5.9 (Approximation variant). Let s > 7 2 and R > 0. Let τ be defined Lemma 5.2 which works for any u 0 ∈ B H s (R). Then we have, for all s ′ < s − 1:
Another direct consequence is the global well-posedness in the space H s . Proof. We already know that u ∈ C 0 ([0, T ], H s ′ ) and that u 0 gives rise to a local solution u ∈ C 0 ([0, T * ), H s ). In order to prove that T * T , from the proof of Lemma 5.2 we see that it is sufficient to prove that
which follows from the Sobolev embedding (recall that s ′ > 3 2 ) and the fact that for t ∈ [0, T ] there holds u(t) H s ′ K.
The proof of Theorem 1.13 uses the following interpolation estimate, which proof is identical to that of Lemma 5.5.
Lemma 5.11. Let s ′ ∈ (0, 1 + δ), then:
and where the implicit constant depends only on the constants C 1 , C 2 and s ′ but not N .
Proof of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.13. We focus on constructing a global dynamics for (E 3 ) with µ-almost sure growth estimates.
Global theory. Let s ′ < s − 1 as in Theorem 1.13, and α := α(s ′ ) = s ′ 2s−s ′ . As in the proof of Theorem 1.11 we use a Borel-Cantelli argument to reduce the proof to the following fact: for any given T, ε > 0 there exists a set G T,ε such that µ(H s \ G T,ε ) ε and for any u 0 ∈ G T,ε , the associate local solution to (E 3 ) exists on [0, T ] satisfies the growth estimates
Let us denote by G ε the set of initial data such that inequality (5.3) holds, and where we define C := ε − 1 α . Let τ be a uniform local well-posedness time, associated to initial data of size lesser than CT α =: 2λ. We define K := CT α and let N 0 associated to such K and N for which for any
For N N 0 we define the sets Since φ t is act continuously on H s we see that G is a closed set, hence by the Portmanteau theorem we deduce:
Using the invariance of µ N under Φ (N ) t and the uniform estimates for the measures µ N of Proposition 4.6 we have:
Moreover we remark that the solutions being constructed on C 0 ([0, T ], H s ′ ) are in fact in C 0 ([0, T ], H s ) since s ′ > 5 2 and Lemma 5.10. Invariance of the measure. We follow the proof in [23] , Theorem 7.1. Let A ⊂ H s be a Borelian subset. We want to prove that µ(A) = µ(φ t A) for any t > 0. Since µ is a regular measure, it follows from Ulam's theorem (see Theorem 7.1.4. in [10] ) that µ is inner regular. More precisely, for any Borelian A ⊂ H s we have
A standard procedure reduces the proof to the verification of the invariance on compact sets. Up to a limiting argument, it is then sufficient to prove that, for any compactly supported Lipschitz function f :
We fix such a function f . Since the support of this function is compact, it is in particular bounded by a constant R, that is for any v ∈ supp(f ), v H s ′ R for all s ′ < s. Since µ almost-surely we have v ∈ H s , taking the limit s ′ → s implies that f has support contained in B H s (R). We also fix τ a uniform local well-posedness time for (E 3 N ) in H s associated to size R. Up to iterating the invariance results it is sufficient to can prove the invariance only for times t ∈ [0, τ ].
Since by weak convergence and µ N -invariance we have:
the proof of (5.4) boils down to the proof of
Using that f is Lipschitz and Lemma 5.9 we have
which is (5.5).
Other properties. Other properties are proven just as for Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.11, the proof are thus omitted.
Properties of the measures
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 1.8.
6.1. The two-dimensional case. Note that thanks to the Portmanteau theorem and the interior regularity of the Lebesgue measure, it is sufficient to prove the following proposition for the measures µ ν . The proof of (ii) of Theorem 1.7 is postponed to the end of the section. Proposition 6.1. The measures (µ ν ) ν>0 satisfy the following properties.
(i) There exists a constant C > 0 independent of ν such that for all ε > 0 there hods:
2+δ .
(ii) There exists a continuous increasing function p : R + → R + and a constant C > 0 which does not depend on ν such that for every Borel set Γ ⊂ R + there holds
The proof will heavily rely on Proposition A.4 whose proof is given in Appendix A. The proof is taken from [18] with some minor modifications designed to adapt to our case.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. We start with (i). First, we prove that
We let u(t) = u ν (t) be a stationary process for µ ν satisfying (NS 2 ν ). We apply Proposition A.4 to Γ = [α, β] where α > 0 and g ∈ C 2 (R) is a function such that g(x) = x 1+δ 2+δ for x α and vanishes for x 0. This results in
In particular this gives
Observe that by interpolation
Plugging it into (6.2) provides:
with constants independent of ν. Then for any ε > β one has
, and then passing to the limit β → 0, one gets (6.1).
In order to complete the proof of (i) we need to prove that µ ν does not have any atom at 0. We refer to [20] for details of this proof and also [18] for an alternative proof. Here the dependence on ν is harmless, hence we drop the subscripts. Let µ j be the law of the random variable u j (t) := (u(t), e j ) L 2 . We will prove that µ j has no atom at zero, for any j, thus proving the desired fact. The Itô formula reads: Taking the expectation and using invariance yields
Combining these two identities and remarking that
This finishes the proof that there is no atom at zero for the measure µ ν . Combined with the first part this gives statement (i) for µ ν .
It remains to prove (ii). Applying Proposition A.4 to g(x) = x and taking the expectation immediately gives
and observe that using the bound for E µν [ u 2Ḣ 2+δ ] = B 1 we infer the bound:
For any N 1, we introduceφ N := min{|φ n |, |n| N }. Then we have:
Let ε > 0 and remark that if u L 2 ε and u Ḣ2+δ ε −1/2 we have
We introduce the set
Remark that we have
thanks to the Markov inequality and (i). Then we decompose the set { u L 2 ∈ Γ} on Ω ε and Ω c ε to obtain the estimate
where p(r) = C r + κ(r) −1 r . Extend p by p(0) = 0 and remark that if |Γ| = 0 then we have
which is coherent with the definition of p at zero. The proof will be complete when we check that p defines indeed a continuous increasing function. It is sufficient to prove that κ defines a decreasing function, which can be seen directly on the definition of κ and can be made continuous up to some minor modification. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 6.1 part (ii). We write u = u ν,N a process satisfying (NS 3 ν,N ) with stationary law µ ν,N . Applying Proposition A.4 to g(x) = x, taking the expectation and using the bound
1+δ ] C where C does not depend on ν nor N (see Proposition 4.6), it follows that:
where again u j (t) = (u(t), e j ) L 2 . We define
and observe that similarly to the proof of Proposition 6.1, for u ∈ Ω c ε we have ∞ n=1 j∈Λn
for some κ(ε) which goes to 0 as ε → 0.
thanks to the Markov inequality and Proposition 4.6 which provides estimates uniform in ν and N . Then the proof procceds exactly as the proof of Proposition 6.1.
6.3. Further properties of the measure in the two-dimensional case. We explain how we can complete the proof of Theorem 1.7.
Let f 1 , f 2 : R → R be two degree two polynomials. For any vector u ∈ R 2 , we write u = (u 1 , u 2 ). Consider the functional F defined by With this proposition at hand, the end of the proof of Theorem 1.7 (ii) goes as follows : let X ⊂ L 2 being a closed subset whose intersection with any compact set K ⊂ L 2 has Hausdorff dimension lesser than 2. Then, as µ is regular we can fix a sequence of compact subsets K n such that µ(K n ) → 1 and the proof boils down to proving µ(K n ∩ X) = 0 for any n, therefore we can assume that X is compact. Taking a finite covering of X, and F 1 , F 2 as above, and letting d = 2 > dim H (X) we obtain that the Lebesgue measure of F (X) is 0 since F = (F 1 , F 2 ) is Lipschitz. Then the results follows from Proposition 6.3.
For a bound of E[|A k (0)|], we write ∆ 1+δ u = ∆(∆ δ u) and integrate by parts in the expression of A k (0). We get
where the implicit constant is independent of ν. Then, writing f ′′ k (x) = C k (as the f k are second order polynomials) and using Hölder's inequality we can bound
Note that this is here where the assumption δ 1 is used. Next, we use the Lemma A.5 to get a lower bound on | det σ 0 |. Observe that B defines a continuous operator fromḢ 1 → L 2 thanks to the fact that |f ′ k (x)| |x|. Next we prove that B(w) is surjective. Once we prove this it will follow that σ 0 = BB * is an isomorphism, thus the only zero of | det σ 0 | is at zero. For the end of the proof we refer to [18] .
In order to prove that B is surjective, assume that this is not the case, then there exists c = (c 1 , c 2 ) such that for every ξ ∈ C ∞ (T 2 ) 2 with zero mean,
Taking ξ = e n and recalling that φ n = 0 for any n = 0 leads to T 2 2 k=1 c k g k (w(x)) · ξ dx = 0 for any zero mean ξ. Taking ξ = (ξ 1 , 0) or ξ = (0, ξ 2 ) implies that there exist constants C w i such that 2 k=1 c k g k (w i (x)) = C w i hold almost everywhere. Then, the end of the proof of Lemma 5.2.16. in [18] applies verbatim.We refer to [18] for the details.
Appendix A. Tools from stochastic analysis
This appendix gathers some details about Itô formulas and local times for martingales.
A.1. About Itô formulas in infinite dimension. In this section we explain how we have applied the Itô formula without mentioning the hypotheses in the previous sections. The version of the Itô formula that we use is due to Shirikyan [19] , see also [18] , Chapter 7 for a textbook presentation.
Definition A.1. Let us consider a Gelfand triple (V * , H, V ) and a probability space (Ω, F, P). Let (F t ) t be the filtration associated to identically distributed independent Brownian motions (β n (t)) n∈Z . Let (e n ) n∈Z be a Hilbertian basis of H and φ : H → H a linear map. Let y(t) be a F t progressivly measurable process which writes y(t) = y(0) + t 0 x(s) ds + n∈Z φ(e n )β n (t) .
We assume that u ∈ C 0 (R + , H) ∩ L 2 loc (R + , V ), x is almost surely in L 2 loc (R + , V * ) and n∈Z φ(e n ) 2 H < ∞ .
Such a process is called a standard Itô process.
Proposition A.2 (Itô formula). Let y(t) be a standar Itô process as in Definition A.1. Let F : H → R be twice differentiable and uniformly continuous on bounded subsets. Assume also that: (i) Let T > 0 and assume that there exists a continuous function K T such that for all u ∈ V, v ∈ V * there holds Proof. This is a combination of Theorem 7.7.5 and the proof of Corollary 7.7.6 in [18] .
We are now able to explain the computations that we used previously:
• (Dimension 2). The Itô formula can be applied to the process u ν (t) of Section 3 as a Markovian system with Gelfand triplet (V * , H, V ) := (H −δ , H 1 , H 2+δ ). The functional F (u) = u 2Ḣ 1 is such that dF (·; ·) is continuous on V * × V . We also compute d 2 F (u; v, v) = 2 v 2 H 1 , and taking into account that (B(u, u), u) H 1 = 0; which is the key cancellation in dimension 2, at the H 1 regularity, the Itô formula reads
• (Dimension 3). We apply the Itô formula to the process u ν,N (t), as a Markovian system with Gelfand triple (V * , H, V ) := (H −(1+δ) , L 2 , H 1+δ ). The functional F (u) := u 2 L 2 satisfies all the above hypotheses, hence with the fact that (B N (u ν,N , u ν,N ), u ν,N ) = 0; which is the key cancellation in dimension 3, only at the L 2 level, we obtain:
• (Other cases). Similarly we can apply the Itô formula to G(u) := e γ u 2Ḣ 1 (resp. G(u) := e γ u 2 L 2 ) in dimension 2 (resp. dimension 3). In dimension 2, we have dG(u; v) = 2γ u, v H 1 e γ u 2Ḣ 1 and the second derivative is
so that all hypotheses of Proposition A.2 are satisfied. Keeping in mind that we have the cancellation (u, B(u, u))Ḣ 1 = 0, the Itô formula now reads: where u n (t) = (u(t), e n ) L 2 .
A.2. Local times for martingales. This appendix gathers some preliminary material used in Section 5. We start with the main abstract result on local times for martingales and explain how it applies to our purposes. Then there exists a random field that we denote by Λ t (a, ω) , for t 0, a ∈ R, ω ∈ Ω such that the following properties hold.
(i) (t, a, ω) → Λ t (a, ω) is measurable and for any a ∈ R the process t → Λ t (a, ·) is F t -adapted continuous and non-decreasing. For any t 0, and almost every ω ∈ Ω the function a → Λ t (a, ω) is right-continuous.
(ii) For any non-negative Borel function g : R → R and with probability 1 we have for any t 0 In order to be applied in our context, we make the following remarks: Then we can prove the following result.
Proposition A.4. Let µ ν be a stationary measure for (NS 2 ν ) constructed in Section 4. For any borel set Γ ⊂ R + and any function g ∈ C 2 (R) whose second derivative has at most polynomial growth at infinity we have
where u n = (u, e n ) L 2 .
Proof. The proof of this proposition comes from the previous identities. Indeed, let the functional F :
With such a function g and the process f (t) := g( u(t) 2 L 2 ), the Itô formula now reads
where after integration by parts,
Remark that for each n ∈ Z 2 , the process t → g ′ ( u(t) L 2 )(u(t), e n ) L 2 is stationnary. Indeed, u(t) is an H 1 stationary process and the map G : u → g ′ ( u 2 L 2 )(u, e n ) L 2 is continuous from H 1 to C, thus Borelian.
Then It remains to explain why the set {u ∈ H s 2 , P N u H s 1 R} is a Borelian subset of H s 2 . This comes from the fact that P N : H s 2 → H s 1 is continuous.
Note that this proof requires δ 1.
